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Latest Compliance Bulletin (CB) Activities

- In Review
  - CB005
- Released
  - CB026
- Retired
  - CB022
- Updates

https://pjm.com/library/compliance/compliance-bulletins
• CB005 – NERC Standard MOD-030: Existing Transmission Commitments (ETC) Calculations, Revision 6
  – Periodic Review
  – Standard updated to current version
  – End of review period 01/28/2022
• CB026 – Coordination with External TOPs, Rev. 2 (12/02/2021)
  – PRC-001 removed due to standard retirement
  – Updated standards to current version
  – Minor errata changes
• CB022 – MOD-032-1 Data for Power System Modeling and Analysis (12/02/2021)
  – MOD-032 web page (https://pjm.com/planning/services-requests/planning-modeling-submission-mod-032.aspx) and associated posted documents for process and guidance are available on the PJM website.
Compliance Bulletins

Compliance Bulletins are a tool developed by PJM’s NERC department to provide clarity surrounding ambiguous language in the published NERC Reliability Standards and to provide guidance to the Standard Owners and members to assist with PJM’s compliance with the standards.

CB005 - NERC Standard PRC-003-02: Existing Transmission Commitments (ETC) Calculations
7.26.2017
The purpose of this bulletin is to document PJM’s inclusion of “accepted” OASIS reservations when calculating Existing Transmission Commitments (ETC), and to clarify PJM’s basis of compliance with AOJD-030-02.

CB006 - PJM Control Room Interactions
6.12.2021
This Compliance Bulletin provides an explanation of the interactions and coordination between operators in PJM’s control room as they relate to the NERC functional model responsibilities.

Retired Bulletins

CB001 - NERC Standard PRC-001-1(ii) - System Protection Coordination
has been retired, effective 04/01/2021
4.7.2021
This Compliance Bulletin will remain available for a limited time to assist the PJM Transmission Owners with their own programs.

CB002 - NERC Standard PRC-023-1

CB003 - Definition of “Annual” & Related Terms
The following PJM Compliance Bulletin (CB026, Revision 2) has been recently revised and posted on the PJM website.

**CB026 - Coordination with External Transmission Operators**

**Revision 2**

**Effective Date:** 12/02/2021

**Periodic Review:**
- PRC-001 Removed due to standard retirement.
- Updated standards to current versions
- Minor errata changes.

**Clean Version:** [https://go.pjm.com/e/678183/notice-with-external-tops-ashx/6zxhr/42181608817fh=Az2AFWUCL_UFE=Li8VpqYgdebhE430MMy232WwKMjk](https://go.pjm.com/e/678183/notice-with-external-tops-ashx/6zxhr/42181608817fh=Az2AFWUCL_UFE=Li8VpqYgdebhE430MMy232WwKMjk)

**Redline Version:** [https://go.pjm.com/e/678193/-with-external-tops-draft-ashx/6zxhr/421816165717fh=Az2AFWUCL_UFE=Li8VpqYgdebhE430MMy232WwKMjk](https://go.pjm.com/e/678193/-with-external-tops-draft-ashx/6zxhr/421816165717fh=Az2AFWUCL_UFE=Li8VpqYgdebhE430MMy232WwKMjk)
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